South-Boso, Tokyo Bay, Atami, Hakone + Tokyo

**Highlights**

- 3N Hot Spring Stay
- Naritasan Shinshoji Temple
- Shisui Premium Outlet Mall
- Yoro Gorge – Awamata Water Fall
- Rose Mary Park and Fruit Picking Experience
- Mt Nokogiri-Yama by Ropeway
- Tateyama Castle
- Ferry Ride Crossing Tokyo Bay
- Kamakura Great Buddha and Shopping Street
- Mishima Skywalk
- Lake Ashi Cruise and Owakudani Valley Visit in Hakone
- Hakone Yosegi Zaiku Hands-on Experience
- Direct Flight by Singapore Airlines
- English Speaking Tour Guide

**Assembly Dates:**

- 02 Apr
- 18 Apr
- 13 May
- 10 Jun
- 08 Jul
- 09 Sep
- 14 Oct
- 11 Nov

**8D6N 2017**

**FR $2,788 P.P**

Taxes & surcharges: fr $145*
DAY 1
Assemble at Changi Airport for check in.

DAY 2
Narita - Naritasan - Shisui - Yoro Gorge - Kamogawa

Hotel Green Plaza Kamogawa or similar

Upon arrival, leave Narita airport for NaritaSan.

Naritasan (成田山)
Naritasan is a large and highly popular Buddhist temple complex in Narita City. There is a pleasant park which incorporates both traditional Japanese and European elements. Naritasan’s Omotesando is a lively street lined by numerous restaurants and stores, that have been selling traditional crafts, foods and souvenirs to pilgrims and tourists for centuries.

Shinshoji Temple (新勝寺)
Naritasan Shinshoji temple, located in the spacious ground was built in the year 940, housing a statue of the Buddhist Fudo Myoo deity.

Shisui Premium Outlet (鶴見プレミアムアウトレット)
There are 180 stores. The outlet closest to the Narita Airport, and easily accessible from the Tokyo city center. A multitude of Japanese brand names await you for a fulfilling shopping experience.

Yoro Gorge (養老渓谷)
Yoro gorge is a ruggedly bluff valley located in the southern part of Chiba. The best spot in this region is the Awamata-no-taki Falls, located in the mountains about four kilometers upstream, which is one of the biggest waterfalls in Chiba. It is 30 meters high with clear water running over a distance of 100 meters.

DAY 3
Kamogawa – Tateyama – Kanaya – Kurihama – Miura

Hotel Maholova Minds Miura or similar

After breakfast, check out from hotel and leave for Kurihama.

Kamogawa (鶴川)
Kamogawa is near the southern tip of the Boso Peninsula, facing the Pacific Ocean. It serves as a commercial center for the surrounding region of south-central Chiba Prefecture. Commercial fishing remains the primary industry in Kamogawa, which has five active fishing ports. The city is noted for its sardine and mackerel production.

Minami Boso (南房総)
There are many sandy beaches along Tokyo Bay to the west, while the Pacific Ocean side to the east displays rocky beaches and precipitous cliffs created by erosion by the sea. Surrounded by the sea on three sides, and thanks to the warm ocean current, the climate is moderate throughout the year. A number of botanical gardens and flower fields will fascinate plant lovers in any season. The road from Tateyama to Chikura is called the "Flower Line" and there is a ceaseless flow of visitors.

Rosemary Park (ローズマリー公園)
Rosemary Garden have been developed by the Township of Maruyama with the help of grants.
From the Prefectural Government, as a tourist attraction along the Flower Line Road - a route along the sea shore.

Fruit Picking (フルーツ狩り)
Available fruits in this area are Strawberry, Blueberry, Loquat, Pear, Grapes and Melon. However each availability is subject to change.

Tateyama-jo Castle (館山城)
Satomi Yoshiyori erected Tateyama Castle (Tateyama-jo) in 1580 to guard the entry to Edo Bay and the southern of his domains. It stands at the top of a small hill. The existing three-tiered, four storied donjon was built in 1983 as an annex to the Tateyama City Museum.

Seafood BBQ lunch (バーベキューランチ)
For lunch, seafood BBQ style meal will be provided. You can enjoy shopping after lunch. There are many kind of local delicacies, food and souvenir.

Mt Nokogiri Yama (鋸山)
“Mt. Nokogiri”, a mountain of 329.4 m tall, is a mountain with a serrated ridge like the teeth of a saw. As the mountain is for stones production used for construction, many stones were quarried, which caused the mountain to become such a unique shape.

Nihonji Temple (日本寺)
A Zen temple on the southern slope of Nokogiri Yama (Saw Mountain). Nihonji temple is an Important Cultural Property of Japan. The wide grounds over 330,000 square meters are dotted with interesting spots, such as historic buildings, precious cultural properties and gatherings of rare plants. In the area around the peak there is an observatory named “jigokunozoki” (gazing into hell) overlooking Tokyo Bay, Boso Peninsula, Mount Fuji and the entire Kanto region.

Tokyowwan Ferry (東京湾フェリー)
Tokyowwan Ferry Tokyo-Bay crossing, an approximately 40 minutes’ comfortable cruise. This car ferry connects the southern tip of Boso Peninsula in Chiba Prefecture with Miura Peninsula in Kanagawa prefecture.

Day 4

Miura - Kamakura - Atami
Hotel Resortpia Atami or similar  B BLD
*special arrangement for lunch

After breakfast, check out from hotel for Atami. En-route, you will visit Kamakura Great Buddha and Tsurugaoka Hachimangu Shrine.

Kamakura (鎌倉)
Kamakura is a coastal town in Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan, about 50 kilometers (31 miles) south-south-west of Tokyo. Surrounded to the north, east and west by hills and to the south by the open water of Sagami Bay, Kamakura is a natural fortress. It is sometimes called the Kyoto of Eastern Japan, Kamakura offers numerous temples, shrine and other historical monuments.

Kamakura Great Buddha (鎌倉大仏)
The Great Buddha of Kamakura is a bronze statue of Amida Buddha. It stands on the grounds of Kotokuin Temple. With a height of 13.35 meters, it is the second tallest bronze Buddha statue in Japan, surpassed only by the statue in Nara’s Todaiji Temple. The statue was cast in 1252 and originally located inside a large temple hall. Due to the temple buildings were destroyed multiple times by typhoons and a tidal wave in the 14th and 15th centuries. The Buddha has been left standing in the open air since 1495.

Tsurugaoka Hachimangu Shrine (鎌倉八幡宮)
Tsurugaoka Hachimangu is Kamakura’s most important shrine. The shrine is dedicated to Hachiman, the patron god of the Minamoto family and of the samurai in general. The shrine is reached via a long, wide approach that leads from Kamakura’s waterfront through the entire city center, with multiple torii gate along the way.

Day 5

Atami – Mishima – Hakone – Tokyo
Sunshine City Prince Hotel or similar  BL D

After Breakfast, check out and transfer to Mishima visiting Mishima Skywalk and Hakone, Lake Ashi. After lunch proceed to Hakone Yosegi Zaiku for the hands-on experience.

Mishima Skywalk (三島スカイウォーク)
There are three No.1s in Japan here - the highest mountain – Mt. Fuji, a world heritage site; the
deepest bay, the beautiful Suruga Bay; and the longest pedestrian suspension bridge – Mishima Skywalk. Enjoy Japan’s best view that changes every season from the western slope of Mt. Hakone. Mishima offers great views of the Izu mountains in addition to Mt. Fuji and Suruga Bay. You can enjoy panoramic views from various angles from Mishima Skywalk bridge. Surrounded by beautiful scenery, enjoy walking the bridge that connects Izu and Hakone.

**Lake Ashi (芦ノ湖)**
Take a boat ride on the lake and enjoy views of Mt. Fuji and the lush greenery of the other surrounding mountains or catch a spectacular view of Lake Ashi on one of the trails in Hakone national Park.

**Owakudani (大涌谷)**
Owakudani is the area around a crater created during the last eruption of Mount Hakone some 3000 years ago. Today, much of the area is an active volcanic zone where sulfurous fumes, hot springs and hot rivers can be experienced. A short walking trail leads from the ropeway station into the volcanic zone to number of steam vents and bubbling pools.

**Hakone Yosegi Zaiku Hands-on Experience (箱根寄木細工作体験)**
Hakone Yosegi Zaiku is a typical woodwork in Hakone designated as the traditional handcraft. Products by this technique are valuable traditional handcrafts that have been succeeded in Odawara and its neighborhood since the Edo period until today.

---

**Our Packages**
Joy of Japan is now actively promoting a popular travel series JOY OF JAPAN – which cover some exciting and well-planned destinations in Japan. These specialty-packages are time-tested favorites - carefully planned and organized by our experienced team. Our philosophy is to offer our guests/customers complete satisfaction through our value-for-money packages ... highlighting the vast nature, rich cultures, sophisticated cuisines and the famous hospitality of Japan. Join us and embark on the Joys of Japan!

**Terms & Conditions:**
- Itinerary & accommodation are subject to change without prior notice
- Pictures in this brochure are for references only.
- The places to visit stated on the itinerary are subject to change due to prevailing seasons and weather conditions.
- Tour price and taxes & surcharges indicated in this flyer are correct at time of print & subject to change without prior notice
- Tour price does not include associated taxes & surcharges
- Accommodation based on twin sharing
- Guide & driver service fee of JPY 600 per day per passenger is applicable for both adult & child
- Other terms & conditions apply

**DAY 6 & 7 (Free & Easy)**
*Tokyo*
Sunshine City Prince Hotel or similar

After breakfast, free for the day

**DAY 8**
*Tokyo – Haneda Airport – Singapore*

After breakfast, free for the morning until check out and transfer to airport for the flight back to Singapore.